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* Solutions for digital photo management change rapidly. Research before choosing options for your individual needs. 
 

 

5 Point Checklist To Organize Your Photos 
This checklist will make you a pro when it comes to bringing order to both your digital and print 
photos. Print and digital photo collections each present unique challenges, but all photos, unless they 
are well organized, curated, and made available for viewing, are a drag on your energy. 
Print photos can take a great deal of space to store. They support us emotionally when we bring 
them out and enjoy them, but 99% of the time they lie unused and unloved in a dark corner.  
Digital photos create mental and emotional clutter rather than taking up physical space. All photos, 
unless they are well organized, curated, and made available for viewing, are a drag on your energy. 

Whether your photos are print or digital, these 5 steps will help you enjoy your photo collection! 

____ Eliminate duplicates: For print photos, this means handling each photo, sometimes more than 
once. Quickly sort into broad categories, and then subdivide each category when curating and 
organizing. Don’t be discouraged if this takes quite some time; soon you will have things organized in 
a way that will make the next steps faster and easier. Digital duplicates can be identified manually or 
by using apps such as Duplicate Photos Fixer. * Always make a backup first! 

____ Curate: Pretend you’re a curator at a museum. Choose the very best photos from each year, 
vacation, or experience. How many photos of the Grand Canyon can you enjoy and share? Who wants 
to look at a fuzzy or out of focus photo? Let them go! 

____ Organize: Now that you have less photos (phew!) organize your photos for easy access and 
retrieval. Below are a few common ways to organize your carefully curated collection. 

• Organize by year/time • Organize by subject/location 
• Organize by event/occasion  • Organize by person or family 

____ Display and Share: Give your cherished memories a place of honor in your home. For print 
photos, consider displaying a few and rotating them seasonally. Digital photos can be organized and 
shared by using sites such as Flickr, Dropbox or Google Photos.  Mixbook and Shutterfly are some 
popular services for creating photo books.* A photo book of a trip we took to New York city was a 
cherished memento of my mothers. 

____ Store: Remember, stored photos rarely see the light of day, so keep them to a minimum. 
Storage options may include archival quality photo boxes, folders or tags on your hard drive, or any 
system that works for you. 

Rinse and repeat! 
A golden rule of decluttering is to repeat the process regularly. As you curate your photo collection a 
second or third time, you may be more willing to let things go. The more often you cull, curate, 
organize, share and display your photos, the more you will connect to your joyful memories and free 
yourself of the weight of less joyful ones. 

 

 

Bonus Tip: Create a Deadline! 
Look at your calendar and find (or create) an event that will give you a hard and fast 
deadline for processing your photos. I recently celebrated a big birthday and used my 
birthday celebration as a deadline for culling, scanning, sorting and naming photos. 


